AMA Citation Guide

Electronic Journal Article With DOI

- 1–6 authors – list all authors
- > 6 authors – the first three authors should be listed, followed by “et al.”
- Abbreviated journal name should be used and displayed in italics
- The doi should be hyperlinked

Author AA, Author BB. Title of article. Abbreviated Journal Title. Year;Volume(Issue):Page-Page or identifier. doi:xx.xxxx/xxxxxxxxxxxxx.


Webpages

Webpage With Author Listed

Author AA. Webpage title. Name of Website. URL. Published or Updated date. Accessed date.


Webpage With Organization Listed

Webpage title. Name of Website or Organization. URL. Published or Updated date. Accessed date.


Electronic Books

Author AA. Title of Work. Location: Publisher; Year:Page-Page. URL or doi. Accessed date.


Additional examples can be found here